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Steps of Submitting Budgeted Proposal- Research Projects System 

Deanship of Scientific Research 
 

 In order to submit a new proposal, you may need to add your favorite team 

which contains co-investigators from inside university and/or outside 

university. To add your favorite team, you need to access (Researchers 

involved) screen  as you can see in the following image: 

 

 After adding members “co-investigators” in the favorite team, the system 

will send approval request to each of them. 

 Then, the member will have two options: 

o Either s/he accepts to be co-investigator in your favorite team, thus 

you will notice his/her status as Accepted in (Researchers involved) 

screen. Also, you will see the co-investigator in other screens which 

will be explained later. 

o Or s/he rejects the request, and you will notice the rejection will be 

reflected in his/her status. 
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 After adding the co-investigators and sending them the invitation, you can 

go to (Follow-up research) screen and submit budgeted proposal: 

 

 Now, you can submit your budgeted proposal by clicking New Budget 

Proposal button. 

 

 You will see the following screen: 

 

 You will notice in the screen a menu which contains the following elements 

(Personal Data of P.I., Research Team Data, The Basic Data of The Proposal 

Research, The Proposal Research Details, Budget Details) 
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 The first element which is (Personal Data of P.I.) will display your personal 

information which you inserted in (Researcher Profile). 

 You can move to (Researcher Team Data) screen by clicking Next button. 

 You will notice in (Researcher Team Data) screen two tabs. The first tab is 

(Co- I Researchers). In this tab you can add co-investigator by clicking New 

button, you will see combo box that contains names of co-investigators that 

you added them before in your favorite team. 
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 In the second tab, you can add researcher assistants by clicking New buttons. 

 

 After finishing from adding research team data, you can go to (The Basic 

Data of The Proposal Research) screen by clicking the name of the screen in 

the menu. 

 

 You can go to (The Proposal Research Details) screen by clicking Next or 

by clicking the name of the screen. You will notice in this screen a sidebar 
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on left side of the screen; this will allow you adding information related to 

the proposal. 

 

 Once you open to the first element in the sidebar which is (Research 

Summary / Arabic) you will see “Rich Text Editor” field which lets add text. 

 Rich text editor will appear in all screens which are accessible from the 

sidebar until you reach (Time Plan and Researchers Tasks) screen. 

 In (Time Plan and Researchers Tasks) screen, you are to insert work stages 

according to the plan, durational progress and researchers names for every 

task. 
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 Second to the last element in the sidebar which is  (Suggested Arbitrators), 

you can suggest one or more arbitrators to arbitrate the proposal. 
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 After finishing (The Proposal Research Details) screen, you can go (Budget 

Details) screen where you can find the following items: 

o Reward item: 

 First, you will need to add PI reward.  

  

 Then, you might need to add co-investigators rewards. 

 

 Also, you can add consultants rewards if any. 
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 And finally, you can add research assistants rewards if any 

 

o You can proceed with the remaining items (Equipments Item, 

Materials and Analysis Item, Software Item, Miscellaneous Item) 
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 After finishing, you can click Save button and check the proposal data you 

inserted. Then, you can click Save and Send button. The proposal will be 

sent to deanship of scientific research. 

 After that, you will notice in (Follow-up research) screen that the proposal 

status will be changed to (Sent to Deanship). 

 

 

 Notice: you can insert proposal data and save it without sending it to the 

deanship by clicking only Save button. Any time later, you can proceed with 

inserting proposal data by clicking Process. To submit the proposal, just 

click Save and Send button to send it to. But keep in mind that you can’t 

edit the proposal after sending it to deanship. 

 

 

 

 


